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Abstract
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have shown to be efficient in dealing with many-
objective optimization problems (MaOPs) due to their ability to obtain a set
of compromising solutions which not only converge toward the Pareto front
(PF), but also distribute well. The Pareto-based multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms are valid for solving optimization problems with two and three ob-
jectives. Nevertheless, when they encounter many-objective problems, they lose
their effectiveness due to the weakening of selection pressure based on the Pareto
dominance relation. Our major purpose is to develop more effective diversity
maintenance mechanisms which cover convergence besides dominance in order
to enhance the Pareto-based many-objective evolutionary algorithms. In this
paper, we propose a Pareto-based many-objective evolutionary algorithm using
space partitioning selection and angle-based truncation, abbreviated as SPSAT.
The space partitioning selection increases selection pressure and maintains di-
versity simultaneously, which we realize through firstly dividing the normalized
objective space into many subspaces and then selecting only one individual
with the best proximity estimation value in each subspace. To further enhance
convergence and diversity, the angle-based truncation calculates the angle val-
ues of any pair of individuals in the critical layer and then gradually removes
the individuals with the minimum angle values. From the comparative exper-
imental results with six state-of-the-art algorithms on a series of well-defined
optimization problems with up to 20 objectives, the proposed algorithm shows
its competitiveness in solving many-objective optimization problems.
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1. Introduction
In many real-world applications, there are always many optimization prob-
lems involving multiple objectives, sometimes with up to 10 or 20 objectives.
For example, in environmental engineering, in order to generate alternatives for
site retail and service facilities [40], five criteria need to be considered: height,
geology, aspect, land use and the distance between two urban cities. In control
engineering, when designing the time and frequency of linear control systems
[44], nine objectives are considered: stability, closed-loop sensitivity, disturbance
rejection, plant uncertainty, actuator saturation, rise time, overshoot, settling
time, and steady state error. Moreover, multi-objective optimization problems
exist in many areas including engineering, science, industry and finance [9].
Recently, using evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have proven to be a powerful ap-
proach for solving multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs) due to their
ability to obtain a set of well-converged and well-distributed compromising so-
lutions after a single run.
In Pareto optimization, the purpose is to find a set of Pareto optimal so-
lutions. It has to optimize these conflicting objectives simultaneously; thus, a
set of trade-off solutions among subproblems are obtained according to Pareto
dominance relation. Given two solutions x1 and x2 for a MOP, x1 is said to
Pareto dominate x2 (x1 is better than x2), if x1 is not worse than x2 in all
objectives, and x1 is better than x2 in at least one objective. The final optimal
solutions in the decision space are defined as the Pareto set, and the mapping
of the Pareto set in the objective space is referred to as the Pareto front. The
Pareto dominance relation gives a partial order of solutions in the objective
space. Taking account of a solution in the objective space, another solution
compared to it may locate in three places: dominating space, dominated space,
and non-dominated space. So the proportion e of non-dominated space in M -
dimensional objective space is calculated as: e = (2M−2)/2M . With an increase
in the number of objectives, the non-dominated space increases exponentially.
Therefore, only using the Pareto dominance relation to estimate convergence
performance between solutions is not practical for many-objective evolutionary
algorithms.
In evolutionary multi-objective optimization (EMO), two goals, converging
to the Pareto front and gaining a high degree of diversity, are pursued in terms
of the obtained solution set. The traditional Pareto-based multi-objective evolu-
tionary algorithms (MOEAs) are very effective in solving optimization problems
with two and three objectives, like NSGA-II [16], SPEA2 [52], PEAS-II [10], M-
PAES [32], etc. Yet, when encountering MaOPs (MOPs with more than three
objectives), these algorithms become invalid. The reason is that they fail to dis-
tinguish the mutual performance between the non-dominated solutions, which
is called the dominance resistance (DR) phenomenon [41]. Additionally, the
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diversity-driven evolution causes the individuals hard to approximate the true
Pareto front, which is known as the active diversity promotion (ADP) [35].
Generally, in order to overcome DR and ADP problems, there are two av-
enues to improve the performance of the Pareto-based MOEAs. One is to relax
the Pareto dominance relation, and the other is to design more effective diversity
maintenance mechanisms. To relax the Pareto dominance relation, two classes
of approaches have been developed. The first class is to expand the dominance
region of an individual. Based on this idea, a variety of powerful algorithms are
representatives, like CDAS [43], ε-MOEA [15] and GrEA [46]. CDAS contracts
or expands the dominance area of individuals by means of an angle parameter.
ε-MOEA and GrEA exploit grids to increase the dominance area of individuals.
The second class is to compare individuals by counting the number of better,
worse or equal objectives, or to evaluate the numerical difference between their
objectives, like (1−k)F -dominance [19], L-dominance [18], Fuzzy-Pareto Domi-
nance relation [38], and fuzzy-based Pareto optimality [22]. In the Pareto-based
MOEAs, besides the above two convergence approaches, the diversity mainte-
nance mechanisms aim to combine convergence and diversity information, and
reduce the adverse impact of diversity maintenance. Several methods, like shift-
based diversity estimation (SDE) [35] and the diversity management operator
(DMO) [1], have been developed for this purpose.
Different from Pareto-based MOEAs, non-Pareto-based MOEAs [33], such
as aggregation-based and indicator-based algorithms, do not rely on the Pareto
dominance relation, and thus do not face DR problem. The aggregation-based
algorithms (also known as the decomposition-based algorithms) transform mul-
tiple objectives into a set of scalar subproblems by aggregation functions. Specif-
ically, the decomposition-based MOEA (MOEA/D) [48] bounds individuals with
weight vectors, and therefore optimizes the subproblems simultaneously toward
different directions. Similarly, MSOPS [24], AR [20] and RVEA [42] are typical
aggregation-based algorithms. It is worth noting that the diversity performance
of aggregation-based algorithms mainly depends on the distribution of weight
vectors. Thus, it could be less effective when solving MOPs with a discontinuous
PF or different surface of manifold. The indicator-based algorithms exploit per-
formance indicators to estimate the performance of two compared individuals
or a set of individuals. The pioneer, IBEA [51], modifies the traditional perfor-
mance indicators into binary performance indicators to compare the quality of
two individuals. SMS-EMOA [6] and HypE [5] employ the hypervolume indica-
tor to estimate the comprehensive performance of a solution set. SMS-EMOA
works by deleting individuals that have the lowest hypervolume contribution
from the population. HypE uses the Monte Carlo simulation-based hypervol-
ume contribution estimation to solve the huge computational cost problem on
MaOPs. Many researchers are attempting to reduce the computational cost of
the hypervolume indicator according to the approximate estimation.
In addition to the Pareto-based and non-Pareto-based MOEAs, the third
class of MOEAs is the combination of Pareto-criterion and non-Pareto-criterion,
which is not uncommon in EMO. Al Moubayed et al. [3] proposed to incorpo-
rate Pareto dominance with decomposition to a developed multi-objective par-
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ticle swarm optimizer. Ishibuchi et al. [25] implemented a hybrid algorithm
by combining the Pareto-based NSGA-II with the weight sum fitness function
in both the mating and environmental selection processes. The combination
of Pareto dominance and decomposition has been proven to be very effective
reported in some recent works [13, 30, 42], but this approach is still in its
infancy. For instance, Deb and Jain [13] proposed the reference-point-based
many-objective NSGA-II (NSGA-III) that selects non-dominated individuals
closed to a set of given reference points. Ke Li et al. [30] utilized the merits of
both dominance- and decomposition-based approaches to balance convergence
and diversity in the evolution process, which is MOEA/DD. Moreover, Miqing
Li et al. [37] presented a bi-criterion evolution (BCE) framework consisting of
two parts of Pareto criterion evolution and non-Pareto criterion evolution in
order to make the most of their advantages as well as effectively compensate
their disadvantages. Shouyong Jiang et at. [29] used the reference vectors in
the early-developed SPEA2, abbreviated as SPEA/R. In the past two decades,
many achievements have been made for dealing with MaOPs, but seeking better
proximity and diversity of final solutions for increasingly real-world problems is
not enough.
It is known that Pareto dominance has its own advantages of finding solutions
with good proximity for MOPs with only two or three objectives. Nevertheless,
it has some shortcomings, such as slow convergence to the Pareto front, no in-
formation of performance difference between two individuals [37] and inferior
performance on many-objective problems [27, 36, 37]. Given the above, one
question could arise: whether it is possible to inherit the advantages and com-
pensate for the disadvantages of Pareto dominance relation on many-objective
problems. In this paper, we make an attempt along this line and present a
Pareto-based many-objective evolutionary algorithm using space partitioning
selection and angle-based truncation (SPSAT). In SPSAT, we adopt the frame-
work of the state-of-the-art NSGA-II, and the Pareto dominance is used as the
first selection criterion to choose some layers of well-converged non-dominated
individuals. In the critical layer, space partitioning selection and angle-based
truncation are proposed to enhance the selection pressure and improve diver-
sity at the same time. The former selects only one individual with the best
proximity estimation in each subspace, which makes two incommensurable non-
dominated individuals become comparable on the basis of moderate diversity.
Moreover, the angle-based truncation is employed to further improve proximity
and diversity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the moti-
vation of the proposed approach. Section 3 describes the procedure of SPSAT,
including space partitioning selection, proximity estimation space partitioning
selection and angle-based truncation. Section 4 introduces the experimental
design. Section 5 gives the experimental result and analysis of SPSAT in com-
parison with six classic algorithms as well as the parameter analysis in SPSAT.
Finally, Section 6 draws the conclusions of the paper.
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2. Motivation and Related Work
Over the past few years, traditional Pareto-based MOEAs have demon-
strated their success in dealing with many challenging MOPs with two and
three objectives, like an MOP with a large number of local optima, and with a
complex Pareto front. They typically consider the selection criteria of Pareto
dominance relation and density of candidate solutions[37]. Nevertheless, the
insufficiency of the diversity maintenance mechanism has a negative effect on
the search ability of the Pareto-based algorithms. For example, NSGA-II [16]
introduces the density of individuals in the critical layer as fitness values to rank
them and assigns infinite values to the boundary solutions in order to preserve
them as candidate solutions. Moreover, SPEA2 [52] puts forward an archive
truncation method that ensures the uniform distribution of solutions and guar-
antees the preservation of boundary solutions. However the preservation of
boundary solutions in the two algorithms, which are probably dominance resis-
tant solutions, may cause the degeneration of the solution set. The Pareto-based
algorithms selecting non-dominated individuals in the critical layer solely based
on the diversity is not effective on MaOPs, which lacks proximity pressure. One
effective method to solve this issue is to introduce convergence information into
the diversity maintenance mechanism. Some work has been done to improve
the performance of Pareto-based algorithms by continuing the advantages of
Pareto dominance relation and compensating for the drawbacks of the diversity
maintenance mechanism in the non-dominated critical layer. For example, the
knee point-driven evolutionary algorithm (KnEA) [49] adopts Pareto dominance
as the first selection criterion, and the second selection criterion is to preserve
neighborhood knee points with larger hypervolume indicator values in the criti-
cal layer. Additionally, modification of the second selection criterion makes the
Pareto-based algorithms effective and efficient for coping with many-objective
problems. For example, the shift-based density estimation (SDE) strategy [35]
covers both convergence and diversity information of individuals in the selection
process. The vector angle based evolutionary algorithm (VaEA) [47] firstly puts
all extreme individuals and some best-converged individuals in the critical layer
into the archive and then selects one individual with the biggest angle to the
individuals in the archive at a time. This algorithm also employs the diversity
of the population to strengthen the convergence of the Pareto-based MOEA.
However, the work of this aspect is still little. We present two cooperation ap-
proaches, used as the second selection criterion, consisting of space partitioning
selection and angle-based truncation; each approach both covers convergence
and diversity information of individuals.
A general scheme of space partitioning in multi-objective optimization was
introduced by Aguirre et al. [2]. It partitions objective space into subspaces
using a partitioning strategy to group all objectives. Three partitioning strate-
gies: random strategy, shift strategy and fixed strategy are utilized to group
objectives. Each group of objectives is called a subspace. Jaimes et al. [28]
used conflicting information among objectives to group them. In conclusion,
the early space partitioning methods divide the objective space into subspaces
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according to the groups of objectives. In recent years, MOEA/DD proposes to
use a set of well-distributed weight vectors to divide the objective space into
subspaces in view of geometry. RVEA and SPEA/R also use the weight vectors
to partition the objective space. However, the weight vectors generation method
for many-objective space is still a hard problem. Thus, this paper suggests a
strategy by just using one vector and an angle to divide the objective space
adaptively, which is not influenced by the number of objectives. By uniting
with a proximity estimation method, the balance between the convergence and
diversity can easily be achieved because the size of the subspace can be feasibly
controlled according to different problems.
The archive truncation method in SPEA2 [52] truncates any number of in-
dividuals and finally obtains a well-distributed solution set, but merely using
the distance information among individuals to delete individuals may be not
beneficial to the convergence of the solution set. In order to combine the con-
vergence information of individuals into the diversity maintenance mechanism,
we propose an angle-based truncation method that employs the angle values
between individuals to delete individuals. The details are given in Section 3.5.
3. Proposed SPSAT Algorithm
SPSAT is an elitist Pareto-based MOEA. The Pareto dominance relation is
used as the primary selection criterion. Space partitioning selection and angle-
based truncation are employed as the secondary selection criterion to strengthen
selection pressure and to balance proximity and diversity. The basic framework
of the proposed SPSAT algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. SPSAT starts
with an initial parent population. For each iteration, SPSAT obtains a popula-
tion by the mating selection process on the basis of the preserved parent popu-
lation, followed by the crossover and mutation operator to generate an offspring
population. Then, based on an union of the parent and offspring populations,
the objective normalization operator is applied to the union population. Af-
terwards, the environmental selection process is conducted on the normalized
population to construct a new parent population for the next generation. In the
following subsections, the implementation of each component of SPSAT will be
detailed step by step.
3.1. Objective Normalization
SPSAT conducts the objective normalization to make preparations for mat-
ing selection and environmental selection (line 2 in Algorithm 1 and line 8 in
Algorithm 1, respectively). The normalization procedure is described in Algo-
rithm 2. First, the ideal point z∗ = (z∗1 , ..., z∗M ), where z
∗
i = min(fi(q)) for
any q in the population, i = 1, ...,M . Then, the objectives of individual q are
normalized as follows:
f̂i(q) = fi(q)− z∗i . (1)
Where i ∈ {1, ...,M} and f̂i(q) denotes the ith normalized objective of individual
q. The function of the objective normalization has three aspects: 1) to guarantee
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Algorithm 1 Framework of SPSAT
Require: N (population size)
1: Create an initial parent population P ;
2: P := Objective_Normalization(P );




5: O := Crossover(P
′
);
6: O := Mutation(O);
7: Q := P ∪O;
8: Q := Objective_Normalization(Q);
9: P := Environmental_Selection(Q);
10: end while
11: return P ;
that all the normalized objective values are located in the first quadrant 2) to
give the extreme point of each corresponding normalized objective coordinate
axis a big chance to survive to maintain more diversity and 3) to maximize the
coverage of all solutions in the normalized objective coordinate system, therefore
making the later space partitioning selection much more effective. For example,
all solutions flocking together in the original coordinate system can have an
more extensive coverage in the normalized coordinate system.
Algorithm 2 Objective_Normalization(P )
Require: population P
1: for i := 1 to M do
2: Compute the ideal point z∗i := minq∈P (fi(q));
3: end for
4: for each individual q ∈ P do
5: Compute the normalized objectives by Equation (1);
6: Save the normalized q to P ;
7: end for
8: return P ;
3.2. Mating Selection
Mating selection makes use of the impactful selection strategy to pick out
promising solutions for information exchange and makes preparations for subse-
quent crossover and mutation through filling up a mating pool. SPSAT employs
the binary tournament selection strategy to select an individual once from two
comparative individuals, as given in Algorithm 3. For two candidates, if one
individual Pareto dominates another individual, and then the dominating one
should be selected; if they are non-dominated, the proposed proximity estima-
tion fpr is applied to select the individual with smaller proximity estimation fpr
value or one is randomly selected in case of the same fpr values. The definition
of fpr is described in Section 3.4.2, which is the objective sum of an individual.
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Algorithm 3 Mating_Selection(P,N)
Require: population P , size of mating pool N
1: Generate an empty mating pool P ′;
2: for i := 1 to N do
3: Randomly select two individuals p, q from P ;
4: if p Pareto dominate q then
5: P ′ := P ′ ∪ p;
6: else if q Pareto dominate p then
7: P ′ := P ′ ∪ q;
8: else
9: if fpr(p) < fpr(q) then
10: P ′ := P ′ ∪ p;
11: else




Algorithm 4 Environmental_Selection(P,N, α)
Require: population P , N (archive size), α (angle parameter)
1: Generate an empty archive set A;
2: {L1, L2, ..., Li, ...} := Nondominated_Sorting(P );
3: if |A| < N then
4: Q := Space_Partitioning_Selection(P,Li, α);
5: A := A ∪Q;
6: if |A| < N then
7: R := Li −Q;
/* R is remained individuals in critical layer after space partationing selection,
which is used for angle-based truncation*/
8: R′ := Angle_Truncation(R, |R| − (N − |A|));
/*delete |R| − (N − |A|) individuals from R by angle-based truncation, R′ is
remained individuals*/
9: end if





Environmental selection is intended to pick well-converged and well-distributed
solutions to form a new parent population for guiding the next generation. SP-
SAT implements the environmental selection given in Algorithm 4 by integrating
the Pareto dominance relation, the proposed space partitioning selection and
angle-based truncation. Here, non-dominated sorting [34] is adopted as the pri-
mary selection criterion for its efficiency in low-dimensional space. By using the
Pareto dominance relation, non-dominated sorting divides the population into
different layers (L1, L2, ..., Li, ..., each layer is non-dominated). It is essential to
find the critical layer Li which satisfies 0 < N − |L1 ∪L2 ∪ ...∪Li−1| ≤ |Li|, for
the reason that on MaOPs, a vast majority of individuals are non-dominated
and locate in the critical layer; thus, the selection strategy used in the critical
layer plays a very important role in prompting the evolution of the population.
Before selection of the critical layer, the former layers L1, L2, ..., Li−1 are put
into an archive set A. If |A| is smaller than the preset archive size N , and then
the objective space is partitioned into different layers of subspaces by the space
partitioning strategy, and an individual with the smallest proximity estimation
value in each subspace is selected into A. If |A| is still smaller than N , individ-
uals are deleted from the remaining critical layer gradually through angle-based
truncation and until N − |A| individuals are left in the remaining critical layer
set. Lastly, the rest N − |A| individuals are put into the archive A.
3.4. Space Partitioning Selection
Space partitioning selection (denoted SPS) has two procedures including a
space partitioning strategy and an individual selection process based on the
former strategy.
3.4.1. Space Partitioning Strategy
The objective space is divided into multiple subspaces in view of geometry.
To achieve this, three parameters are needed here. Firstly, a vector −→v whose
coordinate is (1, 1, ..., 1M ) inM -dimensional objective space is constructed. Sec-
ondly, an angle parameter α is designed to divide objective space into different
layers of subspaces. Thirdly, the sensitive upper bound value of α is defined as
α′, which means when α is bigger than α′, the objective space is not divided;






When M = 2, α′ = 45◦; M > 2, 45◦ < α′ < 90◦.
The objective space is denoted as Z = Rn; N+ represents the set of positive
integers in mathematics. Using the ideal point z∗, the vector −→v , the angles α
and α′, the objective space could be divided into different layers of subspaces.
Each subspace Si (i ∈ N+) is defined in Equation (3).
Si =













































Figure 1: Space partitioning strategy for two dimensional objective space. (Individuals
depicted by black points are in the first layer of subspace, individuals painted by white points
are in the second layer of subspace, individuals showed by blue points are in the last layer of
subspace.)
Here, Front((i − 1) · α), Front(i · α) and Front(α′) represent the fronts
whose angle with −→v are (i− 1) · α, i · α and α′, respectively.
Starting from z∗, the first layer of subspace S1 is the space whose angle
with −→v is between 0 and α, and the second layer of subspace S2 includes the
space whose angle with −→v is between α and 2 · α. Accordingly, the i-th layer
of subspace Si includes the space whose angle with −→v is between (i − 1) · α
and i · α. The last layer of subspace is not contained by all the former layers
of subspaces, but is the space surrounded by all axes and the last former layer
of subspace. For example, when M = 2, α′ = 45◦, and α is set to 15◦, the
objective space is divided into three layers of subspaces S1, S2, S3; whenM = 2,
α′ = 45◦, and α is set to 10◦, the objective space is divided into four layers of
subspaces S1, S2, S3, S4. The angles of the former three layers of subspaces are
all 10◦, but the angle of the last layer of subspace is 5◦, and thus the regional
size of S4 is smaller than the former three subspaces.
Figure 1 shows the space partitioning strategy for two dimensional objective
space. The objective space is divided into three layers of subspaces, S1, S2, S3,
when the angle parameter α = 15◦. The last layer of subspace is the region
within β. In this case, all the subspaces are the same size. Using the strategy,
the individuals depicted by black points locate in the first layer of subspace;
the points painted by white are included in the second layer of subspace; the
blue points are contained in the last layer of subspace. In the two dimensional
objective space, the region of each subspace is composed of two cones, but this
is not the case for higher dimensional objective space. The size of each layer
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of subspace is the same probably except for the last layer of subspace. The
setting of angle parameter α affects the size of the subspaces, thus influencing
the number of individuals and their distribution in each subspace. The larger
α is, the more individuals can be included in every subspace in addition to the
possible difference in the last layer of subspace. Meanwhile, angle α influences
the size of the last layer of subspace.
A different value of angle parameter has a distinct effect on the performance
of SPSAT for MOPs with various properties, and also gives a balance between
the space partitioning selection and angle-based truncation. The experiments
includes the sensitive of parameter α and the balance are given in Section 5.5.
3.4.2. Proximity Estimation
Except for the Pareto dominance relation used for the convergence estima-
tion in the primary selection criterion, SPSAT estimates the proximity (donated
as fpr) of an individual p in the critical layer by summing values of all objectives





Here, f i(p) represents the objective value of an individual p in the ith objec-
tive; m is the number of objectives. The individuals with small objective values
(the minimization problems are considered in this paper) in most objectives
obtain lower values in their proximity estimation.
Generally, a solution with good performance in the most objectives is likely
to obtain a better (i.e., lower) fpr value. However, the proximity estimation
of an individual cannot be completely reflected through its fpr value. Instead,
accuracy of proximity estimation depends on the shape of the MOPs’ Pareto
front to a large extent [36]. Taking the problem with a wavy Pareto front as an
example, individuals with a larger fpr may be closer to the true Pareto front
than the individuals having a smaller fpr. To solve this issue, the objective
space is divided into multiple smaller subspaces, and thus evaluating the prox-
imity estimation of individuals separated in each subspace is more accurate and
fair. Accordingly, space partitioning selection including the space partitioning
strategy and proximity estimation is proposed to deal with this issue.
3.4.3. Space Partitioning Selection
The general procedure of the space partitioning selection is presented in
Algorithm 5. The space partitioning selection firstly divides the objective space
into different layers of subspace by the space partitioning strategy. Then, in
each subspace, only one individual with the smallest proximity estimation value
fpr is selected into an archive. The angle α decides the number of divided
subspaces, thus ensuring the number of individuals to be selected.
Conversely, without the space partitioning strategy, three individuals are
selected through the proximity estimation in the non-divided objective space.
For instance, in Figure 1, three individuals, A, B and C, are selected by the
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Algorithm 5 Space_Partitioning_Selection(P,L, α)
Require: population P , critical layer L, angle α
1: Generate an empty Q;
2: Divide the objective space into multiple subspaces by the space partitioning
strategy;
3: Allocate individuals in P to different subspaces;
4: for each individual p ∈ L do
5: Compute fpr(p) by Equation (4);
6: end for
7: for each subspace in objective space do
8: select only one individual q with the smallest proximity estimation value;
9: Q := Q ∪ q;
10: end for
11: return Q;
proximity estimation because of their good convergence. Whereas A and B with
two smaller proximity estimation values are very close to each other. In this case,
selecting individuals with good proximity and bad diversity in environmental
selection can leave the population unable to explore wider objective space, and
therefore the population could easily fall into local optimum. Thus, choosing
to lose a small part of convergence is a feasible solution for obtaining more
extensive distribution.
The space partitioning selection can overcome this problem. In Figure 1,
three individuals B, E and D, locate in different layers of subspaces respectively,
are selected according to the strategy. Compared to the individuals A, B and
C, the individuals B, E and D have better diversity and similar proximity.
Adjusting the angle parameter α makes it possible to balance the convergence
and diversity, although space partitioning selection cannot ensure the selected
individuals both the best proximity and diversity. Meanwhile, the accuracy of
proximity estimation would not be easily influenced by the shape of the MOPs’
Pareto fronts.
3.5. Angle-based Truncation






where anglep→q is the angle between p and q, which stands for the diversity
estimation of both p and q with regard to each other. −→p and −→q are the ob-
jective vectors of p and q, respectively. When removing an individual from
the population, the angle-based truncation (denoted AT) has the following four
steps:
• Calculate the angle of any two individuals in the population.
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• Find the minimum angle of all the individuals, and according to this min-
imum angle, mark its corresponding two individuals as a, b.
• Seek the minimum angles of the individuals a, b to all the other individuals
in the population respectively, which are marked as anglea and angleb,
respectively.
• Compare anglea and angleb. If anglea > angleb, individual b should be
removed, and if anglea < angleb, individual a is supposed to be removed,
and else randomly remove an individual from the individuals a and b.
To reduce a population with n individuals to m individuals (n > m), the angle-
based truncation should carry out the previous four steps iteratively. The angle-
based truncation algorithm is given in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Angle_Truncation(P,m)
Require: population P (size: n), m (number of individuals after truncation)
1: Compute the angle anglep→q of any two individuals p, q in the population P by
Equation (5) to get AngleMatrix;
2: while |P | > m do
3: Pair<a, b> := FindMinAngle(AngleMatrix);
4: anglea := FindSecondMinAngle(AngleMatrix, a);
5: angleb := FindSecondMinAngle(AngleMatrix, b);






In order to further verify the angle-based truncation can largely enhance the
performance of the traditional multi-objective optimization algorithm, the diver-
sity maintenance mechanism in SPEA2 is compared with the angle-based trun-
cation. In fact, the truncation processes of these two diversity mechanisms are
quite similar. The diversity maintenance mechanism in SPEA2 is an Euclidean
distance-based truncation, and it uses the Euclidean distance as the trunca-
tion assessment of individuals, which has been proven to be very effective in
maintaining diversity of the population. Figure 2 gives an individual truncation
example of the angle-based truncation and the Euclidean distance-based trun-
cation. There are five nondominated individuals in the figure, and two individ-
uals have to be deleted from the population. Using the angle-based truncation
strategy, individuals B and D are deleted. Using the Euclidean distance-based
truncation strategy, individuals B and C are truncated from the population. To
some extent, the convergence of individual C is better than that of individual D,
however, C is deleted by using the Euclidean truncation. Therefore, we can see
that an individual (like D) with a quite small angle to another individual may















Figure 2: An individual truncation example of the angle-based truncation and the Euclidean
distance-based truncation.
distance to another individual, and this phenomenon is quite common in the
evolution process, while using the angle-based truncation strategy can reserve
this kind of individuals like C, thus enhancing the convergence of the algorithm
largely.
Because of the similarity of Euclidean distance-based truncation process and
angle-based truncation process, the influences of these two methods on both
convergence and diversity of the obtained population are further researched.
Figure 3 gives the comparison trajectories of convergence and distribution re-
sults between the original SPEA2 and its modified version in which the diversity
maintenance mechanism is replaced by angle-based truncation on the 3-, 5- and
10-objective DTLZ2. The populations obtained by these two mechanisms are
evaluated by a proximity indicator of generational distance (GD) [45] which cal-
culates the average Euclidean distance from the solution set to the true Pareto
front and a diversity indicator of diversity metric (DM) [4] that reckons uniform
and extensive degree of distribution of the solution set.
As can be seen in Figure 3(a), the interval between the GD trajectories of
the two algorithms becomes more obvious with an increase in the number of
objectives. For the 3-objective problem, the trajectories of the two algorithms
are very close, but the modified SPEA2 with angle-based truncation is closer
to the true Pareto front. For the 5-objective and 10-objective problems, the
modified SPEA2 achieves better GD results than the original SPEA2 during
the evolution process.
Specific reasons could be analyzed. The Euclidean distance-based trunca-
tion in SPEA2 is likely to reserve individuals with good diversity but may be









































































































































































































































































Figure 4: Two cases of truncating the remained solutions without considering the already
selected individuals by SPS and taking the already selected individuals by SPS into consider-
ation, respectively.
on the proximity of the algorithm. Moreover, in dealing with many-objective
problems, the diversity maintenance mechanism sometimes plays a role in mak-
ing the population gradually evolve away from the PF during the environmental
selection. In view of the angle-based truncation, however, these individuals tend
to have smaller angles compared with other individuals. Thus, they could easily
be removed in the environmental selection precess.
According to Figure 3(b), similar results with Figure 3(a) can be drawn.
With the increase of the number of objectives, the interval between the DM
trajectories of the two algorithms becomes more evident. For the 3-objective
problem, the two algorithms have coincidence of their trajectories. For the 5-
objective problem, the modified SPEA2 acquires much better DM results than
the original SPEA2. Furthermore, the modified SPEA2 obtains better DM
results in the 5-objective problem than in the 3-objective problem. For the 10-
objective problem, the modified SPEA2 is still better than the original SPEA2
in diversity.
From the observation of Figure 3, the angle-based truncation is not only an
effective diversity maintenance mechanism, but it also makes contributions to
convergence of the algorithm at the same time.
The way of combining the space partitioning selection and the angle-based
truncation is quite essential to enhance convergence and maintain diversity of
the Pareto-based MOEAs on the MaOPs. When truncating individuals, this
paper just truncates the remained nondominated solutions that apart from the
individuals selected by SPS without treating them as a whole. This way has
some reasons and advantages. As shown in Figure 4, it gives two cases of truncat-
ing the remained solutions without considering the already selected individuals
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by SPS and taking the already selected individuals by SPS into consideration,
respectively. There are ten individuals in the critical layer, and when the pa-
rameter α = 22.5◦, the objective space is divided into two subspaces, the two in-
dividuals c and e with smaller proximity estimation are selected into the archive
by SPS, and then two individuals have to be deleted from the non-dominated
solution set. If considering the eight remained individuals and the two already
selected individuals, the angles among the ten individuals are calculated, and
two individuals corresponding to the smallest angle are c and d, and then d is
firstly deleted because c is already in the archive, and then b is deleted using
the same method. The remained individuals a, f, h, i, j and k are put into the
archive, and the total eight selected individuals are marked as set A (including
a, c, e, f, h, i, j and k). However, if the already selected two individuals are
not considered, the angle among the remained eight individuals are calculated,
then two individuals corresponding to the smallest angle are h and i, thus h is
deleted firstly, and the individual j is deleted secondly. Then the remained in-
dividuals a, b, d, f, i and k are put into the archive, and the total eight selected
individuals are marked as set B (including a, b, c, d, e, f, i and k). Normally,
the individuals selected by SPS have good convergence and moderate diversity,
applying AT solely to the remained solutions in this paper can preserve more
well-converged individuals that may near the individuals selected by SPS, and
thus can further enhance the local search ability. Meanwhile, it preserves the
boundary individuals that ensure the extensity of solution set. Moreover, AT
also ensure the remained individuals good uniformity. As can be seen from the
figure, set A has better diversity than set B, but set B also remains diverse
individuals like f, i and k, and reserves more individuals near the well-converged
regions that can enhance the convergence in the next evolution iteration.
Different from the recent proposed MOEAs, like NSGA-III and VaEA, the
former algorithm entirely reserves the individuals with the smallest distances
to their associated reference points and the latter algorithm always selects an
individual with the largest angle to the individuals in the archive, and they both
depend largely on the diversity of the population to guide the convergence. This
paper emphasizes the importance of convergence on the basis of diversity. When
deleting individuals from the nondominated set, the work does not assess the
diversity of the remained solutions and the already selected individuals in the
archive, conversely, by subtly combine SPS and AT, it strengthens the conver-
gence and maintains diversity. Additionally, the balance between convergence
and diversity can be achieved by adjusting the parameter α according to distinct
problems.
3.6. Discussion
After introducing the technical details of SPSAT, this section discusses the
similarities and some differences of SPSAT compared with MOEA/DD, RVEA
and VaEA.
1. Similarities between SPSAT and MOEA/DD:
Both of them divide the objective space into subspaces.
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Both of them employ Pareto dominance relation to sort individuals.
2. Similarities between SPSAT and RVEA:
Both of them divide the objective space into subspaces.
Both of them use the angle between two vectors.
3. Similarities between SPSAT and VaEA:
Both of them employ the Pareto dominance relation to sort individuals.
Both of them use the angle between two individuals to select individuals.
Both of them use the formula of the sum of all objectives for the indi-
viduals.
4. Differences between SPSAT and MOEA/DD:
SPSAT does not employ the approach of decomposition that MOEA/DD
uses.
The methods of space division are different. MOEA/DD applies a set of
weight vectors to divide the objective space, while SPSAT uses only one
vector and an angle to divide the objective space.
The parameter α in SPSAT can be adjusted and control the size of sub-
space in order to adapt to different problems, but the size of subspace in
MOEA/DD always remains unchanged.
5. Differences between SPSAT and RVEA:
The approaches of space division are different. RVEA uses the weight
vectors to assist dividing the objective space; SPSAT employs a vector
and an angle to partition the objective space.
The application methods of the angle are distinct. RVEA calculates
the angle between an individual and the weight vectors to decide which
subpopulation the individual belongs to, and meanwhile it needs to preset
an reference parameter. Additionally, the angle is used to construct the
Angle-Penalized Distance. SPSAT computes angles between any two
individuals to assess the diversity of population and uses the angles to
truncate population, and it does not require parameter.
6. Differences between SPSAT and VaEA:
In SPSAT, the individuals in each suspace with the best objective sum
values are selected into the archive. In VaEA, the M individuals in the
critical layer with the best objective sum values are directly put into the
archive.
SPSAT uses angles between any two individuals to estimate the diversity
and truncate population. In VaEA, the angle is used to associate non-
selected individuals with individuals in the archive, and an individual
with the largest angle is put into the archive. Meanwhile, an individual
in the archive with a very small angle with its associated better-converged
non-selected individual is replaced by the latter individual.
3.7. Empirical Computational Complexity Analysis
In this section, we provide an upper bound of the runtime of SPSAT. Within
one generation, SPSAT mainly performs the following three operations: 1) mat-
ing selection; 2) variations; 3) environmental selection. For a population size
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Table 1: Time Complexity of peer MOEAs
Algorithm Worst time complexity
SPSAT O(MN2)
MOEA/D O(MNT ) [48]
NSGA-III max{O(NlogM−2N), O(MN2)} [13]
MOEA/DD O(MN2) [30, 31]
RVEA O(MN2) [42]
VaEA max{O(NlogM−2N), O(MN2)} [47]
Two_Arch2 max{O(NlogM−2N), O(MN2)} [21]
N and an optimization problem with M objectives, the mating selection needs
a runtime of O(NM) to form a mating pool of size N , as the calculation of
the proximity estimation is O(M) for each individual. Variations, here simu-
lated binary crossover (SBX) [12] and polynomial mutation [12], are applied to
each decision variable of the parent solutions, which needs a runtime of O(DN)
to generate N offspring, where D is the dimension of decision variables. The
environmental selection consists of three parts: non-dominated sorting, space
partitioning selection and angle-based truncation. Non-dominated sorting needs
a runtime of O(MN2) for the combined population of size 2N in the worst case.
Space partitioning selection has a computation cost of O(N), as it includes a
runtime cost of O(N) of the space partitioning strategy; a runtime of O(N) of
the proximity estimation. The angle-based truncation needs to calculate the
angle of any pair of solutions, so the computation cost is O(N2). Overall, the
runtime cost of environmental selection is O(MN2). Therefore, SPSAT takes
the runtime of a generation of O(MN2). The worst time complexity of the
tested peer MOEAs in the paper is shown in Table 1. T in MOEA/D is the
number of the weight vectors in the neighborhood of each weight vector.
4. Experimental design
This section provides the experimental design for the purpose of investi-
gating the performance of SPSAT in many-objective optimization. Firstly, it
recommends three well-defined sets of test problems employed in the experi-
ment. Secondly, two widely used performance indicators are presented. Then,
we briefly introduce six state-of-the-art EMO algorithms including MOEA/D
[48], NSGA-III [13], MOEA/DD [30], RVEA [42], VaEA [47] and Two_Arch2
[21], which are used to verify the validity of the proposed algorithm. Finally,
the general experimental settings are described for the evolutionary process.
4.1. Test problems
Many efforts for designing test suites and toolkits have been made for in-
specting EMO algorithms [23, 8]. For a more comprehensive study of the pro-
posed algorithm compared with six state-of-the-art algorithms, fifteen problems






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and MaF test problems [8], under four scenarios when the number of objectives
m = 5, 10, 15 and 20, are considered in the experiments. The properties of all
the test problems are summarized in Table 2.
DTLZ is a continuous problem suite, which can be scaled to any number
of objectives. Moreover, it encompasses various problem properties of linear,
concave, unimodal, multimodal, bias, degeneration and disconnection. The dif-
ferent properties are used for investigating diverse capabilities of underlying
MOEAs. Nine problems are contained in the DTLZ test suite. Here, the first
seven problems, DTLZ1 to DTLZ7, are chosen in the experiments, because the
last two problems have side constraints which need special treatment in MaOPs.
As suggested in [23], the parameter k in DTLZ is set to different values according
to distinct problems.
Another popular continuous test suite WFG is scalable to any number of
objectives and decision variables. It includes more varying problems consisting
of mixed, convex, nonseparable and deceptive characteristics that are not con-
tained in the DTLZ problem suite. According to the suggestion by [23], the
parameters k and l are set to 2× (m− 1) and 20, respectively. Here, WFG1-3,
WFG8 and WFG9 are selected for the experiments, because the properties of
WFG4-7 are included in the tested problems in this paper.
MaF test suite is also a continuous test suite that contains 15 problems se-
lected or modified from existing test problems. MaF has more distinct character-
istics compared with the former two problem suites, which includes more com-
plex Pareto fronts, such as conversed and badly scaled Pareto fronts. While the
shapes of Pareto front can strongly influence the performance of decomposition-
based many-objective algorithms [26]. Thus, it is really worth to employ MaF
to validate the seven MaOEAs. MaF1-3 are chosen for the experiments.
4.2. Performance indicators
In this experiment, two widely used performance indicators are chosen to
qualify the performance of MOEAs. Inverted generational distance (IGD) [7]
and hypervolume (HV) [53] are considered since they both measure the conver-
gence and the diversity at the same time.
IGD works by calculating the averaged Euclidean distance from the true
Pareto front to the optimal solution set. The smaller the IGD values, the bet-
ter the comprehensive performance. For calculation of IGD, a set of reference
points should be generated for every specific benchmark problem by using the
point generation method in [50]. In this method, 100,000 points are randomly
produced firstly according to the specific problem (the number of the distance
variable in the decision variable is set to 0, and thus all initial points are al-
ready on the Pareto front), and then these points are optimized, and lastly these
points are reduced to certain number of well-distributed points by means of the
truncation approach in SPEA2 [52]. Thus, a more accurate IGD value can be
obtained from the reference points with relatively convergence and uniform dis-
tribution in the high-dimensional space. This paper adopts IGD to evaluate the
solution set obtained by the MOEAs on the DTLZ problem suite.
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HV is a very popular performance indicator because it is suitable for the
problems without requiring knowledge of the true Pareto front. It calculates
the volume of the objective space encompassed by the optimal solution set
and the reference points. For calculation of HV, two issues of the reference
point setting and estimation speed are taken into consideration. For WFG test
problems, the reference points are all set to 2 · i + 1 (i is the objective ordinal
number). For tested MaF problems, the reference points are set to 2 · ui (ui is
the upper bound of the ith objective). With regard to the calculation speed,
since the accuracy calculation of the volume costs enormous time with multiple
objectives, the Monte Carlo sampling method in [5] is applied to approximately
estimate the HV and thus the time consumption was greatly reduced. Following
the suggestion in [5], the number of the sampling points was set to 10,000,000
to ensure accuracy.
4.3. Selected MOEAs for comparison
The proposed algorithm is compared with the six state-of-the-art EMO algo-
rithms, including MOEA/D [48], NSGA-III [13], MOEA/DD [30], RVEA [42],
VaEA [47] and Two_Arch2 [21]. The general working principles of the six
algorithms are presented in the following paragraphs. The experiments are con-
ducted on the PlatEMO experimental platform, where the source code of the
six algorithms can be found [8].
1. MOEA/D : it is a decomposition-based multi-objective evolutionary al-
gorithm. It decomposes multi-objective problems into single objective
problems by multiple preseted weight vectors. Through associating with
weight vectors, individuals optimize simultaneously toward different di-
rections. Three aggregation functions, weight sum approach, Tchebycheff
approach and penalty-based boundary intersection (PBI) approach are
proposed in the original paper. Here, PBI is used in MOEA/D in the
experiment.
2. NSGA-III : it is a many-objective optimizer developed under the frame-
work of NSGA-II. The weight vectors are employed to maintain diversity
by selecting non-dominated individuals closed to them. NSGA-III uses
the diversity of population to guide the search in high-dimensional space.
3. MOEA/DD : it is a combined many-objective evolutionary algorithm ex-
ploiting the advantages of decomposition-based and dominance-based ap-
proaches to balance the convergence and diversity of the evolution process.
A widely spread weight vectors generation method is proposed, and each
weight vector not only stands for a subproblem, but also defines a subre-
gion in the objective space.
4. RVEA: it is a reference vectors guided many-objective evolutionary algo-
rithm. The reference vectors not only define the subproblems, but also
reflect the users’ preference. A scalarization function, the angle-penelized
distance, is used to balance the convergence and diversity. Besides, the
distribution and the number of the reference vectors can be dynamicly
adjusted to adapted to different problems.
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5. VaEA: it is a many-objective evolutionary algorithm using the vector an-
gles, and it does not require any algorithm parameter in the evoltion
process. A maximum-vector-angle-first principle is presented to ensure
wideness and uniformity of the distribution, and a worse-elimination prin-
ciple is used to replace the individuals with worse convergence.
6. Two_Arch2 : it is a hybrid MOEA based on the indicator and the Pareto
dominance, which are employed in the convergence archive (CA) and di-
versity archive (DA), respectively. In particular, Iε+ is adopted as the
selection criterion in CA, and L1/m-norm-based diversity maintenance is
used in DA. The interaction between CA and DA prompts the convergence
of DA, which is the final output solution set.
4.4. Parameter settings in experiment
The parameter settings for all conducted experiments are as follows.
1. Number of runs and stopping criterion: we execute 30 independent runs
for each algorithm in every test instance. Since the difficulty of problems
is different, the stopping criteria are also distinct. For DTLZ1, DTLZ3,
DTLZ6, WFG1, MaF1 and MaF3, the maximum numbers of iterations are
all set to 1000, but for DTLZ2, DTLZ4, DTLZ5, DTLZ7, WFG2, WFG3,
WFG8, WFG9 and MaF2, the stopping criteria are all 300 iterations.
2. Population size and weight vectors: for MOEA/D, NSGA-III, MOEA/DD
and RVEA, the population size is determined by the number of weight
vectors. As the recommondation in [30], for the problems with more than
7 objectives, a two-layer vector generation strategy is employed to generate
weight vectors. The detailed settings of the population sizes of the four
algorithms are give in Table 3 with respect to different objective numbers.
For VaEA, Two_Arch2 and SPSAT, the population sizes are set according
to Table 3.
3. Crossover and mutation: for all problems, simulated binary crossover
(SBX) [12] and polynomial mutation (PM) [14] are adopted to generate
offspring. Their distribution index is set to 20, as recommended in [11].
The crossover probability pc = 1.0 and the mutation probability pm = 1/n
(where n denotes the number of decision variables) are applied.
4. Other parameters: parameters need to be set in some algorithms. In
MOEA/D and MOEA/DD, the neighborhood size is 20, and the penalty
parameter is set to 5. Particularly, in MOEA/DD, probability used to
select in the neighborhood: σ = 0.9, as recommended in [30]. For RVEA,
the index α = 2 and the frequancy fr = 0.1, as refered to [42]. The
parameter setting of α in SPSAT for all test problems is given in Table 2.
5. Experimental results
In this section, we verify the performance of SPSAT according to the ex-
perimental design in the previous section. Table 4 gives the IGD results of the
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Table 3: Settings of population size in MOEA/D, NSGA-III, MOEA/DD and RVEA. H1 and
H2 are the simplex-lattice design factors for generating uniformly distributed weight vectors
on the outer boundaries and the inside layers, respectively
M (H1,H2) Population size
5 (5, 0) 126
10 (3, 2) 275
15 (2, 1) 135
20 (2, 1) 230
DTLZ test suite; Table 5 and Table 6 provide the HV results of the WFG test
suite and MaF problems, respectively. In each table, the best and the second
best results for each instance are highlighted by dark gray and light gray back-
ground, respectively, and the data in each cell are mean and standard deviation
(included in the bracket). Moreover, a non-parameter statistical hypothesis
test, the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon rank-sum test, was employed to investigate
whether significant differences exist at a 0.05 significance level between the re-
sults of SPSAT and its competitors. In the aforementioned three tables, symbol
“†” indicates that the results of the five peer algorithms are significantly different
from that of SPSAT at a level of 0.05 by the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon rank-sum
test. Additionally, a sensitive study of parameter α in SPSAT is discussed at
the end of this section.
5.1. DTLZ problem suite
Table 4 gives the comparative results of the seven algorithms on the DTLZ
test suite with 5, 10, 15 and 20 objectives. As can be seen from the table,
SPSAT generally defeats the six algorithms with obvious superiority. Specially,
SPSAT achieves the best and the second best IGD values on 16 and 6 out of the
28 instances, respectively. SPSAT has the best and the second IGD values on all
test instances of DTLZ2, DTLZ3, DTLZ5, DTLZ6 and DTLZ7. Additionally,
it performs the best on DTLZ4 with 10 and 15 objectives. MOEA/D with 6
best and 6 second best IGD values and MOEA/DD with 4 best and 7 second
best IGD values perform similarly and outperform the other four algorithms.
They both have their own strong points. MOEA/D works better on DTLZ5
and DTLZ6, but MOEA/DD has better performance on DTLZ3 and DTLZ4.
They both have the best and the second IGD values on DTLZ1 and DTLZ2, and
MOEA/D performs the best on the 10- and 15-dimensional DTLZ1; MOEA/DD
performs the best on the 20-dimensional DTLZ1 and DTLZ2. RVEA performs
the best on the 20-dimensional DTLZ4, and the second on the 5-dimensional
DTLZ1 and DTLZ4 and on the 10-, 15- and 20-dimensional DTLZ7. The dy-
namic adjustment strategy of the reference vectors in RVEA makes the reference
vector based algorithms more competitive in solving problems with discontin-
uous Pareto fronts. Similarly, Two_Arch2 works well on some instances of
DTLZ1, DTLZ4 and DTLZ7. Specifically, it works the best on DTLZ1 with 5























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Obviously, NSGA-III and Two_Arch2 do not converge on DTLZ3 with 10, 15
and 20 objectives, and VaEA performs badly on DTLZ1 and DTLZ3 because
this algorithm preserves the extreme individuals. The three algorithms can not
approximate the Pareto front of the high-dimensional DTLZ6. Apparently, all
the seven algorithms can not approximate closely to the Pareto front of DTLZ7
with 10,15 and 10 objectives, except for SPSAT on the 10-dimensional DTLZ7.
In order to visualize the final solutions of the seven MOEAs, Figure 5 plots
the final solutions of one run according to the 10-objective DTLZ4 by parallel
coordinates [39]. Specially, the paper [39] systematically explains how to read
many-objective solution sets in the parallel coordinates, and it also introduces
that the quality of the solution sets in the parallel coordinates can be reflected
through four measures: convergence, coverage, uniformity and extensity. Here,
we analyze the performance of the seven algorithms from the four measures.
As can be seen from the parallel coordinates straightforwardly, the extensity of
the seven algorithms is good, with their objective values ranging from 0 to 1.
MOEA/D, RVEA, MOEA/DD and SPSAT converge well on the 10-dimensional
DTLZ4; a few individuals of NSGA-III can not converge, but they have very
small distances to the Pareto front; there are more individuals of VaEA do not
converge compared with NSGA-III; very few individuals of Two_Arch2 can not
reach the Pareto front, but they are all quite away from the Pareto front. The
coverage of MOEA/D is not quite good, since it fails to cover the 5, 8, and 9
objectives. NSGA-III, RVEA and MOEA/DD fail to cover the region between
0.2 to 0.4 on all 10 objectives. However, VaEA, Two_Arch2 and SPSAT cover
well on all 10 objectives. From the explanation in [39], the uniform distribution
in the parallel coordinates always imply the uniform solution sets, and a bad
uniformity in the parallel coordinates does not mean bad-distributed solution
sets. Thus, we can see that the uniformity of MOEA/D, NAGS-III, RVEA and
MOEA/DD is good; VaEA, Two_Arch2 and SPSAT may have better uniformity
than the former four algorithms.
Figure 6 gives the final solution sets of the seven MOEAs on the 5-dimensional
DTLZ7 in order to visualize their distribution on the disconnected problem. For
the 5-dimensional DTLZ7, the boundaries of 1 to 4 dimensions are the same
closed regions [0, 1], and the boundary of the 5th dimension is the closed region
[3.49, 10] according to the formula of DTLZ7. From the figure, we can see that
the six algorithms converge to the Pareto front except for Two_Arch2 where
only a few individuals do not converge. SPSAT, VaEA, Two_Arch2 and RVEA
have good extensity with individuals on the boundaries. The solution set of
NSGA-III fails to cover the lower boundary below 4 of the last dimension and
the last dimension of MOEA/D does not extend to the region 8 to 10. Besides,
all solutions of MOEA/DD converge to a point. The coverage of SPSAT is the
best with its solutions covering the whole Pareto front. The coverage of NSGA-
III is slightly inferior to that of SPSAT. VaEA, Two_Arch2, MOEA/D and
RVEA have not solutions covering some regions of the Pareto front. Finally, the
uniformity can not be exactly observed from the parallel coordinates of DTLZ7
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2. WFG problem suite
The HV results of the seven algorithms on the WFG problems are shown
in Table 5. It is obvious that SPSAT outperforms the other six algorithms, for
it has the best and the second best HV results on 8 and 2 out of 20 instances,
respectively. Particularly, SPSAT behaves well on the WFG1, WFG2, WFG3
and WFG9. Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn that SPSAT holds absolutely
dominant position of solving the complex problems with many objectives, com-
bining its performance on the DTLZ test suite and WFG test problems. NSGA-
III performs well on WFG2, WFG8 and WFG9. Because the Pareto fronts of
WFG1 and WFG3 are mixed and disconnected respectively, it can be verified
again that the reference vector based algorithms are not suitable for dealing with
these kinds of problems. Similar results can be seen from the performance of
MOEA/D, RVEA and MOEA/DD, and they all can not perform competitively
compared with the other classes of tested algorithms. However, among them,
RVEA behaves well on WFG8 and WFG9; MOEA/DD performs well on WFG8.
VaEA has 2 best and 6 second best HV values, and Two_Arch2 has 3 best and
4 second best HV values. They are both good at treating WFG2 and WFG3,
but VaEA performs better in the higher dimension and Two_Arch2 behaves
better in the lower dimension. Additionally, VaEA has better performance on
WFG8 and WFG9.
For visualization comparison, Figure 7 plots the final solutions of the seven
algorithms on the 20-dimensional WFG9. It can be observed that all the seven
algorithms converge to the Pareto front, but their distribution is distinct. Ex-
cept for NSGA-III, the other six algorithms have good extensity. As for the
coverage, SPSAT covers the Pareto best, MOEA/DD and RVEA have a little
bit worse coverage. From the parallel coordinates of VaEA and Two_Arch2, it
can be seen that some small regions fail to be covered. NSGA-III fails to cover
the boundary and MOEA/D covers badly on the 1 to 6 objectives. It is hard
to observe the uniformity from the parallel coordinates of WFG9 with irregular
Pareto front. We can only explain that the seven algorithms all may have not
bad uniformity despite their some drawbacks on the other measures.
5.3. MaF problems
Table 6 gives the HV results of the seven MOEAs on three MaF problems.
MaF1 is a modified inverted DTLZ1, which is used to test if the MaOEAs
are able to cope with inverted Pareto fronts. From the table, it can be seen
that VaEA performs the best, and SPSAT behaves the second best. When the
dimension is high, MOEA/D and NSGA-III perform not well, and the other
two reference vector based algorithms, RVEA and MOEA/DD, perform the
worst. Thus, the shape of the Pareto fronts can largely influence the perfor-
mance of the reference vector based MOEAs, and similar conclusions can be
obtained in the paper [26]. MaF2 is a modified DTLZ2, which increases the
convergence difficulty and is used to test the MOEAs’ abilities of concurrent


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and MOEA/D performs the second best. SPSAT has a better performance
on the higher dimension, while NSGA-III behaves better on the lower dimen-
sion, and both of them perform slightly worse than the former two algorithms.
RVEA and MOEA/DD perform the worst on the MaF2. MaF3 is a modified
convex DTLZ2, and this problem is used to assess whether MOEAs can deal
with the convex Pareto fronts. On MaF3, SPSAT has the best performance.
MOEA/D performs the second best. The other three reference vector based
algorithms, RVEA, MOEA/DD and NSGA-III, behave the third, the fourth
and the fifth best, respectively. The final solution sets of VaEA are quite away
from the Pareto fronts of MaF3, which can be reflected from the 0 HV values.
Two_Arch2 performs in the middle and lower level among the seven MOEAs
on all tested three MaF problems.
5.4. Summary
From the experimental analysis, SPSAT outperforms the other six state-of-
the-art EMO algorithms, with the best and second best results in 27 and 13 out
of the 60 test instances, respectively. A conclusion can be made from the results
that SPSAT has good problem-solving abilities on many-objective problems with
many distinct characters. Moreover, compared with the other six algorithms,
SPSAT can obtain competitive solution sets no matter what the shapes of the
Pareto fronts are. The other six peer algorithms perform differently on the tested
problems. Specially, MOEA/D, NSGA-III, RVEA and MOEA/DD behave well
on the problems with hard convergence difficulty but encounter big challenges
on MOPs with irregular and inverted Pareto fronts. The performance of VaEA
is not largely influenced by the dimension of problems and the shape of the
Pareto fronts, and it is competitive in many-objective problems. Two_Arch2
can perform well on the lower dimensional problems, but is not competitive on
the higher dimensional problems.
5.5. Sensitive of parameter α in SPSAT & the balance between SPS and AT
SPSAT has a specific parameter α, and it is used to control the size of
subspace when partitioning the objective space, which could indirectly control
the number of individuals in each subspace in order to better balance proximity
and diversity. An investigation was conducted to explore the influence of α on
the performance of SPSAT. The value of α varies from 0◦ to 90◦ (0◦ ≤ α ≤ 90◦),
but for different numbers of objectives, the sensitive upper bound of α varies
according to Equation (2). Specially, when the number of objectives m = 5, the
sensitive upper bound α′ = 63◦; m = 10, α′ = 71◦; m = 15, α′ = 75◦; m = 20,
α′ = 77◦. When the setting of α is bigger than its sensitive upper bound, the
objective space is not divided.
From the parameter setting in the previous experiments, α is set to different
values in SPSAT depending on the number of objectives and properties of prob-
lems. For high-dimensional problems, a relatively small α is appropriate. The
main reason is that a smaller α could provide bigger selection pressure among































































































































































































































































































































































with a large number of local Pareto optimal fronts also require a relatively small
α because it is helpful for SPSAT to escape from local Pareto fronts. Moreover,
the shape of Pareto fronts will not influence the setting of α.
We considered the setting of α on 5-, 10-, 15- and 20-dimensional DTLZ1,
DTLZ2, DTLZ5, DTLZ6, DTLZ7 test problems, which cover all properties of
unimodal, multimodal, linear, concave, mix, disconnection, bias and degenera-
tion. Figure 8 shows the results of IGD values for different settings of parameter
α on the above instances, averaging over 20 independent runs. It can be seen
that as α varies from 0◦ to α′, the IGD values of SPSAT follow a fluctuating
ascending trend on DTLZ5 and DTLZ6 with all tested objectives, and generally
maintain a stable trend on DTLZ2 with all tested objectives. Although there
are light fluctuations of the trajectories on DTLZ1 and DTLZ7 with 15 and
20 objectives, the general trend remains unchanged. For DTLZ5 and DTLZ6
with all tested objectives, the best performance has been achieved when α = 1◦
because a smaller α could ensure that a narrower area could be searched. While
for DTLZ2 with a unimodal property, α can take any values between 0◦ and α′
without affecting the performance of SPSAT. On the 5-, and 10- dimensional
DTLZ1 and DTLZ7 with special multimodal property, any value of α between
0◦ and α′ has no influence on the performance of SPSAT, but a smaller α is
preferred on the 15-, and 20-dimensional DTLZ1 and DTLZ7. To summarize
the above results, we can conclude that although the performance of SPSAT
varies with the value of parameter α, there is a pattern that can be followed to
guide the setting of parameter α. For unimodal MOPs, the setting of α has no
effect on the performance of SPSAT whatever the number of objectives is, and
for multimodal and degenerated MOPs, a smaller α is sufficient for all require-
ments of obtaining good comprehensive performance. To sum up, a smaller α
can meet all needs in high-dimensional space.
The balance between the convergence and diversity is actually the balance
between SPS and AT. This can be easily achieved by selecting only one in-
dividual in each subspace and then adjusting parameter α. According to the
difficulty and the dimension of problems, adjusting α can adaptively balance
the convergence and diversity. SPS have the leading position in SPSAT, which
we care most with regard to the convergence and diversity of problems, while
AT is used to select the rest and still needed individuals that can enhance the
convergence further and meanwhile maintain diversity.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a novel MaOEA, called SPSAT, is proposed to solve MaOPs.
The main idea is to incorporate the convergence information of individuals into
the diversity maintenance mechanism to enhance selection pressure in solv-
ing MaOPs, thereby improving the comprehensive performance of Pareto-based
MOEAs.
In SPSAT, two cooperation approaches consisting of space partitioning se-
lection and angle-based truncation, both covering convergence and distribution
information, are proposed as the second selection criterion in the Pareto-based
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algorithms. The former approach firstly divides the objective space into sub-
spaces from geometry perspective just using a vector and an angle, and then
selects only one individual with the best proximity estimation value in each
subspace. The latter takes the angle value between two individuals as their
density, and gradually delete individuals with the smallest angle values. Thus,
the convergence and diversity could be enhanced simultaneously.
Systematic experiments are implemented by providing comparative studies
between SPSAT and six state-of-the-art algorithms on three groups of well-
defined continuous benchmark suites with 5, 10, 15 and 20 objectives. Unlike
some peer algorithms, which work well on only a fraction of the test problems,
SPSAT can achieve a good balance between the solution set’s proximity and
diversity on the tested problems with different properties. Additionally, the
effect of parameter α on the performance of SPSAT is investigated, and the
results demonstrate that the different settings of α have a regular pattern that
can be followed, and a smaller α value could satisfy the requirements covering
problems of distinct properties.
This paper indicates that the idea of incorporating convergence informa-
tion into the diversity maintenance mechanism to enhance selection pressure
and maintain diversity simultaneously for MaOPs is very promising. Future
work on developing more effective and computationally more efficient diversity
maintenance mechanisms aligned with convergence information is highly desir-
able for the Pareto-based MOEAs. The space partitioning strategy could also
be replaced by a more effective and simpler one without any parameters. De-
spite strong competitiveness of SPSAT shown in our first attempt, more work
is desired to further investigate its benefits and limitations in the future. In
this respect, the performance of SPSAT must be verified on more real-world
problems.
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